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Introduction
 Responsible for global strategy and business development of our sales 
groups in Elsevier Science & Technology
 ~30,000 customers in ~150 countries
all research universities in the world  most of the top R&D companies   , ,
thousands of professionals (e.g. buying our books through Amazon)
 we publish 40% of all research output in South Africa
 I will focus on trends in research output
 what we see in publications (with all publishers)
what we hear from universities
T  ill f   t d  i  bli hi  (  O  A   ti l  f t ) ony w ocus on ren s n pu s ng e.g. pen ccess, new ar c e orma s
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As a science information company, we have a unique vantage 
point on science
Each year we see (as an industry): 3 million articles submitted, 1.5 
million articles published, 30 million readers, 2 billion article downloads, 
30 million article citations
As Elsevier, we speak to every research university in the world – to their 
lib i  f lt  t d t  d i i l  th i  t (  h  
2
rar ans, acu y, s u en s an ncreas ng y e r managemen we ave
spoken to >500 university research executives in the past 12 months)










































































































1. Investment in a scientific base matters, and the global landscape is 
changing dramatically
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R&D funding vs. outputs
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Gross Expenditure on R&D ($Millions)
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Global R&D spending
 China: 1.5% of GDP (increasing by 20% per year; stated goal 
of 2.5% of GDP by 2020)
 India: 1.4% of GDP (stated goal of 2.5% of GDP by 2022)
 Sub-Saharan Africa: 0.5% of GDP (stated goal of 1% of GDP 
by 2010)
 South Africa: 0.9% of GDP
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Country share of global published journal articles
32
Share of total global articles published
(annual increase in total number of articles of 5.3%) (percent)






































1. Investment in a scientific base matters, and the global landscape is 
changing dramatically
2. Science is increasingly global, driven by you
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26 Primary driver is the scientists 
25
themselves – seeking to work with 
the best people, institutions and 
equipment, wherever they may be
20
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
Year
Source: Scopus






10,000 Domestic articles (‘1’, no international collaboration partners) have around 3 
times fewer citations per article than those 




N b  f ll b ti
0
um er o co a ora ng
countries
(where 1 = domestic)52 3 41
Source: Scopus
South African research collaboration map
11Source: Scopus 
Note: Collaboration relationships are shown for papers authored by South African researchers counted in a 5-year window 2005-09 and are represented as 
variable-thickness lines (edges) between nodes. Line thickness represents the share of collaboration to or from the connected . Visualisation is by the Force 
Atlas algorithm, which treats the network of edges as a system of interconnected springs and seeks to satisfy the tension of all edges simultaneously in a 2D 
rendering; hence, countries sharing a collaborative relationship tend to group together, while those that do not are placed further apart. 
Three messages
1. Investment in a scientific base matters, and the global landscape is 
changing dramatically
2. Science is increasingly global, driven by you
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3. Managing this requires data, metrics and tools
Tools to map national strengths to focus and co-ordinate R&D 















Note: Each small circle represents a strength; all color strips within the circle refer to the specific disciplines composing the strength. Multi-disciplinary strengths are pulling towards the centre 
of the Wheel of Science
Source: SciVal Spotlight
Tools to map national strengths to focus and co-ordinate R&D 












How extensively does Stellenbosch collaborate domestically 
within these strengths?
0 5 10 15 20 25
Number of Competencies (‘strengths’) Collaboration seen today Opportunitues
University of Pretoria
University of Cape Town
University of Kwazulu-Natal
University of the Witwatersrand
South African Medical Research Council
University of the Western Cape
Nelson Mandela Metropolitan University




Domestic collaboration rate within overlapping strengths is 60%
How extensively does Stellenbosch collaborate internationally 
within these strengths?
0 5 10 15 20
Number of Competencies (‘strengths’) Collaboration seen todayOpportunitues






L d  h l f H i  & T i l di l
Columbia university
Centers for disease control and prevention
Universidade de Sao Paulo
on on sc oo o yg ene rop ca me ca
Source: SciVal Spotlight
International collaboration rate within overlapping strengths is 32%
Tools to map collaboration networks to strengthen existing 
ones and identify new opportunities (Stellenbosch)
Source: Scopus 17
Tools to manage the natural networks – The Scientific Diaspora (South 
Africa)
































Max Planck institut fur Kernpysik











Centers for disease control and Prevention
University of california, Santa Cruz
Queensland and Department of primary industries and Fishe
2
2
3California Institute of Technology







Which institutes did they come from?
49
65University of Cape Town
University of Witwatersrand















National Physical Research Laboratory
Groote Schuur Hospital




ou r can s ronom ca o serva ory






Centre for the AIDS Programme of Research in South…
Epidemiology research Unit
3
4Human Sciences Research Council of South Africa
University of KwaZulu-Natal, Westville Campus
Source: Scopus 
What fields are they active in?
149
24Multidisciplinary
Agricultural and Biological Sciences






Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology








Earth and Planetary Sciences




































1. Investment in a scientific base matters, and the global landscape is 
changing dramatically
2. Science is increasingly global, driven by you
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3. Managing this requires data, metrics and tools

